LEED intensity spectra of the clean (00 and 5 0 beams) and cesium covered (i 0 beam) Pt(100) surface at normal or nearly normal incidence are compared with a double diffraction approach developed for the scattering process. A second order scattering approach is always restricted to cases where strong attenuation or weak scattering of the propagating electrons can be assumed. The comparison shows that many (but not all) intensity features of Pt(100) can be attributed to first and second order scattering processes only. Some of the maxima are likely to represent resonances. For proper assignment an effective inner potential is chosen that accounts for slowly varying dynamical effects as well as distortions of the crystal. The approach reveals only interpretations rather than predictions. However, it needs nearly no computational effort.
Introduction
LEED intensity spectra generally show a very complicated structure due to the pronounced dynamical character of the diffraction process. The correct theoretical treatment requires a self-consistent multiple scattering theory involving a considerable consumption of computer storage and computing time. This effort, however, can be substantially reduced if the contribution of multiple scattering processes decreases rapidly with the order of these processes e. g. in cases of strong attenuation or weak scattering. Following an approach proposed by Kambe 1 and McRae 2 the total diffraction amplitude can be developed in terms of multiple scattering events at layers. This r-matrix procedure, which involves the exact diffraction matrix r for a layer, has been shown successful in second order approximation, even with respect to absolute intensities for materials such as aluminum and copper 3~5 . Moreover, the dynamic calculation of x can be avoided if the attention is focused on the structure of the intensity spectra only. First and higher order Bragg maxima are predicted from simple Darwin expressions.
This procedure, however, is limited to cases where relevant diffraction orders are known to be low and Bragg conditions are well separated from each other.
The Pt(100) surface is likely to represent another example, to which the second order approximation is applicable. It consists of a hexagonal surface layer followed by quadratic bulk layers 6 , a situation very similar to gold 8 . All spots observed in the diffraction pattern can be explained as originating from single and double diffraction processes only at and between the surface layer and bulk layers 9 . Momentum exchange parallel to the surface is dominated by small reciprocal vectors 9 . This limitation as well as the restriction to normal or nearly normal incidence of the primary beam result in a substantial reduction of the number of possible secondary maxima. The paper demonstrates by comparison to what extent LEED intensity maxima of Pt(100) can be attributed to diffraction processes by a second order approach.
Experiment
The intensity measurements were performed with a combination of a television camera and processing computer. The camera takes the LEED pattern from the luminescent screen and gives its video signal to the computer, which selects one desired diffraction spot by external order. It integrates over the spot area, subtracts simultaneously the background signal and follows the spot with varying energy. Each intensity-energy-point is stored and finally, the division by the separately measured incident current gives the normalized intensity spectrum. For more details of the method see 10 . Each intensity spectrum was taken in less than 8 minutes, this value corresponding to an energy range from 15 to 515 eV and an energy step width of 0.5 eV. The spectra were reproducable with a background pressure of less than l'10 -9 torr. The clean platinum crystal was flashed before running a spectrum. Clean and cesium covered surfaces have been in-vestigated. The pattern of the latter, which will be discussed elsewhere 9 , remained stable for hours. Though spectra of many beams were taken and evaluated, only a few are presented, enough to demonstrate how the second order approximation matches the measurements. These were restricted to normal or nearly normal incidence as it was done in cases of aluminum 3 ' 4 or silver 11 for reasons mentioned above. The measured intensities of the clean surface agree with other measurements 12 but show more structural details due to background subtraction.
Double Diffraction Approach
The r-matrix approach can be performed by a mathematical development of the full dynamical theory 2 but also, as it is done in this paper, by kinematic summation of layer diffracted amplitudes. In the case of platinum, surface layer and volume layer diffraction must be distinguished because of the surface layer's hexagonal structure 6 . Figure 1 shows the diffraction pattern of the (100) surface (a) which is schematically repeated in (b) where volume layer spots, surface layer spots and mixed spots are distinguished by different symbols. The corresponding diffraction processes can be taken from a schematic diffraction-process-matrix (c). The rows of the matrix represent the order of diffraction processes, the lines indicate the kind of layers involved. So the first row corresponds to first order diffraction contributions and the second and third row to second order ones, distinguished by the sequence of forward and backward scattering. With each additional diffraction order n additional 2 n~1 rows would occur, giving a total of 2 n -1 processes.
To gain an expression for one double diffraction contribution the diffraction behaviour of the layers is needed. Let Q{K, K') be the diffraction amplitude for a volume layer describing the elastic transition of a wave exp(zK -r) impinging onto the plane to the one exp(iK'-r) leaving the plane. Then r(K) = 1 + £>(K, K) stands for the transmission amplitude. R denotes the displacement vector between neighboured volume layers and Q, r, R indicate the respective values for the surface layer. Then, for example, the secondary contribution M 12 in the scattering-process-matrix in culated by adding the corresponding infinite number of amplitudes 5 . Attenuation (lm£>0 and/or j r | < 1) makes the sum converge to
is the wave vector which results when the undisturbed wave with vector K exchanges the vector g(U) with the crystal. The + andsigns indicate the propagating direction, i. e. into and out of the crystal, respectively. The vector U is the totally exchanged vector whilst g is that vector exchanged in the first diffraction process. For the other contributions M^ similar expressions are derived as well. Primary contributions show only one Darwin factor of the form
as denominator.
It has been shown for other materials such as aluminum and copper that the double diffraction approach already shows the main features of the intensity spectra when Q(K,K') is calculated exactly 3 ' 13 . Unfortunately selfconsistent numerical efforts are again involved. However these efforts could be avoided if Q(K,K') varies only smoothly with energy. Then the maxima (structure) of the diffraction amplitude are given by the minima of the amplitude denominator, which again are given by the oscillatory behaviour of the denominator exponentials (Bragg energies).
The justification for this kinematic evaluation of double diffraction contributions must be tested by investigation of Q(K,K'), which has been performed for Cu, Fe and W layers 14 . The general feature is that Q makes up a smooth function of energy, except a few maxima. This is believed to be true for layers consisting of only one plane of atoms. The exceptional maxima correspond to resonant states with pronounced intralayer scattering. In most cases we found resonant and Bragg energies well enough separated for identification. It should be pointed out, however, that the attribution of intensity structure to certain scattering processes will fail when maxima of different origin coincide and interfere.
Peakenergies (a) Bragg Peaks
The smooth single layer scattering behaviour (apart from resonant regions) makes the primary Bragg peaks appear at their kinematic energies, i. e. for real r if the condition
is fullfilled. Here again U denotes the spot under consideration and n stands for the order of the peak.
For complex values of r, (2) must be modified. We will return to this point in Section 5. The secondary Bragg peak energies can be derived from (1) in a similar way. As the denominator factorizes into two Darwin factors, two maxima arise. Neglecting their mutual influence, one of them is given by (2) and the other by (Kg -K") -R = 2 er n, ti = 1, 2, 3,... .
Similarly, for the process Mn in Fig. 1 c, the maximum condition is given by
and all other conditions derive in the same way.
(b) Resonance Peaks
Maxima of the total diffraction amplitude can also occur by maxima of the diffraction behaviour of the layer. This is due to the excitation of an electronic eigenstate (resonance) of the layer 14 , i. e. the diffracted wave runs within the layer itself. Therefore the resonant energy is given by
It seems to be sufficient to expect resonance contributions only from the surface layer. Succeeding layers are less likely to be excited because of attenuation.
Inner Potential
The numerical energy values satisfying conditions (2 -5) are also influenced by the (unknown) inner potential, which makes the electron wave vector increase when entering the crystal. It can be derived from the spectra if first order Bragg peaks can be clearly identified, i. e. if pronounced and Lorentzian shaped peaks occur. This is possible in many cases (e. g. nickel lo ) and most probable at normal incidence u . It is also true for platinum, as can be seen in Fig. 2 a, where clear peaks occur for n = 3, ..., 7 in the specular spot spectrum. The evaluation of (2) using the bulk value of R gives an energy dependent inner potential shown in Figure 2 b. It is used to correct all other positions of secondary peaks and resonances.
The muffin tin model of the solid interpretes the inner potential as the spatial constant potential V0 between ion cores, which usually shows no strong energy dependence as it was explicitely shown for nickel 16 . Thus the evaluated energy dependence in Fig. 2 b must be caused by deviations from the idealizing assumptions we made for the calculation of intensity peaks. Therefore we will use the name "effective inner potential" in the following. First of all the neglected energy dependence of the layer diffraction amplitude Q might be responsible for the observed behaviour of Feff. Moreover the peak positions were evaluated assuming real transmission amplitudes r. In general this is not true and so condition (2), for example, modifies to (K -K~) R = (2 nn -2 cp) where cp is the phase of r. This again leads to a contribution to the effective inner potential if cp is neglected. A quantitative calculation for a nickel crystal gives a linearly increasing contribution, which saturates at 2 -3 eV above E = 200 eV 17 . In this way part of dynamical effects, which normally shift peak positions, are considered by the correction with the effective inner potential.
Another possible contribution to Feff may arise from a step like behaviour of V 0 at the surface or from a possible deviation of the first layer distance from the bulk value. In the latter case the incident electron transverses a mean distance which depends on the penetration depth. In the simplest case only the top layer distance, a, differs from the bulk value, b. Then for low temperatures, a simple calculation gives the new Bragg maxima positions for the specular beam at E = E 0 -{E 0 <5(1-p 2 ) 2 + F0}. Here E 0 is the position of the undisturbed maximum, d=(a -b)/b < €l denotes the surface expansion and p the attenuation factor for propagation from one layer to the next. The term in parenthesis could be identified as a contribution to the effective inner potential. However at room temperatures the relative contribution of coherent scattering of the surface layer becomes smaller compared with bulk layers because of the increased vibrational amplitude of surface atoms. For platinum with a Debye temperature of & 230 K this is essentially true for E > 300 eV. Then a more complicated expression for the energy shift results. Of course it's influence can be still considered by an energy dependent effective inner potential.
Intensity Spectra Interpretation
With the inner potential corrections, which are evaluated for each beam separately, the conditions 
for process M12 and
for process A/13 (4') respectively, where g and U are the intermediately and totally exchanged reciprocal lattice vectors. For surface layer spots the process M21 in Fig. 1 c can show no interference structure. The structure of process M22 is deduced from (3') with g = 0, U = g and that of M23 results from (4') simply with g = 0.
The conditions for the mixed spots A/32 and A/33 in Fig. 1 c follow similarly. For (fee) crystals, g R\\= (m/2) with m integer. Therefore, condition (3') and (4') coincide for the specular beam (tl = 00, g=-g), leading to a very simple interpretation of the 00-spectrum. At normal incidence, symmetric processes like 00 = 10 +10 and 00 = 01 + Ol would degenerate but the incidence angle (9 = 7.5° brakes the degeneracy.
The calculated values are shown in the table below the spectrum in Fig. 2 a, where the lines indicate the momentum exchanged and the diagonal subdivision gives the order of interference. It can be seen that possible peak energies coincide with the really observed structure. In most cases the nearly normal incidence only broadens the peaks which can still be properly associated with nearly equivalent diffraction processes.
However, it must be underlined, that, since absolute intensities were a priori renounced, it cannot be predicted whether a secondary peak really arises or not. But if it arises, we feel it can be identified with respect to the basic scattering process in case of Pt. This is of particular value for the resonance peaks which are most sensible to the surface layer structure and so to adsorption. For platinum resonances only occur by exchange of hexagonal reciprocal vectors. So C/ = 10 (equivalent with </= |0) gives with (5) a resonance at about 21 eV which appears with considerable weight and is broadened by broken degeneracy. The fact that this peak disappears rapidly already with beginning adsorption of cesium supports its identification as resonance. This on the other hand is a weighty indication for the also otherwise guessed fact, that the hexagonal surface layer of Pt(100) reorganizes to a square mesh structure during adsorption. Moreover, from this new top layer, the occurence of a new resonance can be expected, corresponding to the exchange of a reciprocal vector of the square mesh. This indeed is observed in the intensity of the specular beam, which is not shown here because of shortness.
The demonstrated structure analysis is successful for the other spots, too. In most cases where secondaries do not appear as peaks they are hidden in the broadening of other peaks, secondaries and primaries as well. Most interesting, however, should be the mixed spots, which in the model adopted here occur by double diffraction only. They cannot show the usual primary Bragg peak structure, which requires that each layer can exchange a "mixed" reciprocal vector. This might be true with some weight for the surface layer because of spuckling 12 ' 17 but is more unlikely for the following layers. Moreover, contributions arising from such a distortion of the surface layer are expected to be considerable only for energies above 50 eV 18 . In this range, however, the measured intensities become considerable weak (Figure 3 a) . So the structure of mixed spots is mainly given by the structure of the beams from which they result by double diffraction. Therefore tertiary contributions may become important particularly in the intensities of mixed spots. This is shown in Fig. 3 a for the \ 0-spot of the clean surface for nearly normal incidence which consists of a diffraction event 10 at the surface layer followed by 10 at a volume layer or vice versa. When the first diffraction process happens at the surface layer (process M Z1 in Fig. 1 c) , the Bragg conditions for the 10-beam must be evaluated for oblique incidence. Similarly for process M33 (first 10 and then 10) maxima arise due to the Bragg primaries of the 10 beam for normal incidence (in general the different processes are distinguished by the sequence of forward and backward scattering giving the notations fb or bf). However when looking at the 10-spectrum (not shown), we see that its primaries are of low intensity in the relevant energy range and are dominated by a heavy secondary Bragg peak at 52 eV. Thus only the latter shows up in the | 0-spectrum and is symbolized by sek^o . The first maximum in the spectrum is believed to represent the 10 resonance. The adsorption of cesium on the Pt(100) surface causes the complicated superstructure of the clean surface to disappear and gives rise to a (2x1) structure with streaking. The adsorption model for this structure is not quite simple due to the size of the cesium atoms 9 . However, for the interpretation of the measured intensity structures it is sufficient to know, that the surface layer may exchange half order wave vectors with the incident electron beam. Consequently all hexagonal resonance structures disappear in the spectra and are replaced (in some spectra) by new resonances corresponding to the (2x1) surface layer. We restrict our demonstration to the intensity of the \ 0-spot which is shown in Figure 3 b. The spot is built up by the construction ^0 = 00+£0 = |0 + 00 = 10+|0=f0 + 10 = f 0 + T0 = T0 + |0 = 20 + | 0 = | + 20 from which corresponding peaks are calculated. No peaks arise from the processes 10 +| 0 and |0 + 10 because of the low 10-intensity in the relevant range. Two peaks remain unidentified, again indicating that higher order processes may be important for the structure of mixed spot spectra.
Conclusion
Finally it should once more be pointed out that the described interpretation in terms of subsequent scattering processes is only reasonable if all three main assumptions and approximations can simultaneously be made:
